
The CRM In�nity Projet2-year projet, from September 1, 2009 to August 31, 2011Supported by:Templeton Foundation, Hyung ChoiCentre de Reera Matemátia (CRM), Joaquim BrunaProjet partiipants:2 full-time postdos: Martin Koerwien (Model Theory)Moritz Müller (Complexity Theory)About 20 one-two week visitors (see below)Barelona logiians: Albert Atserias, Joan Bagaria,Maria-Luisa Bonet, Enrique Casanovas, Rafel Farré, Ignasi Jané,Juan-Carlos MartinezIn�nity Conferene Programme Committee: John Baldwin,Maria-Luisa Bonet, SDF, Juan-Carlos Martinez, Mihael Rathjen



The CRM In�nity Projet: Idea of the ProjetCombine di�erent areas of logi to unover new researh diretions6 projet themes:Computations and SetsArnold Bekmann, Sam Buss, Yijia Chen, Jörg Flum, Moritz MüllerModels and SetsJohn Baldwin, Fred Druek, Rami Grossberg, Tapani Hyttinen,Martin Koerwien, Vadim Kulikov, Andrés VillaveesProofs and SetsLars Kristiansen, Mihael Rathjen, Albert Visser, AndreasWeiermann



The CRM In�nity Projet: Idea of the Projet
Computations and ModelsEkaterina Fokina, Julia Knight, Russell Miller, Antonio MontalbànComputations and ProofsYijia Chen, Jörg Flum, Moritz MüllerHistory and Philosophy of Set TheoryTatiana Arrigoni, Loren Graham, Jean-Mihel Kantor



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsComputations and SetsArnold Bekmann, Sam Buss, Yijia Chen, Jörg Flum, Moritz Müller1. (Buss-Chen-Flum-SDF-Müller) Isomorphism relations on �nitestruturesIn Desriptive Set Theory:Let C0, C1 be Borel, ≃-losed lasses of ountable strutures.Then ≃C0 is Borel reduible to ≃C1 i� there is a Borel funtionF : C0 → C1 suh that A ≃ B i� F (A) ≃ F (B)In Complexity Theory:Let C0, C1 be PTIME, ≃-losed lasses of �nite strutures.Then ≃C0 is srrong iso-reduible to ≃C1 i� there is a PTIMEfuntion F : C0 → C1 suh that A ≃ B i� F (A) ≃ F (B)



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsFat: If C0 is strong iso-reduible to C1 then #C0 is bounded by
#C1 ◦ p for some polynomial p, where:
#C(n) = # isomorphism lasses of models in C of size ≤ n(We say that C0 is potentially reduible to C1)Results:(a) The ountable atomless Boolean Algebra embeds into thedegrees of strong iso-reduibility.(b) Assume N2EXP ∩ o-N2EXP 6= 2EXP. Then reduibility andpotential reduibility are distint.() Assume that reduibility and potential reduibility are distint.Then P 6= #P.



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some Results2. (Bekmann-Buss-SDF) Polynomial-time Set ReursionWhen is a funtion F : V → V omputable in �polynomial time�?Bellantoni-Cook: Shemes for generating the PTIME funtions on�nite stringsWe develop a set-theoreti analogue of the Bellantoni-Cookshemes, the Safe-Reursive Set FuntionsSee Arnold Bekmann's talk



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some Results3. (Atserias-Müller) Foring and Complexity TheoryForing in ZF or ZFC Set Theory: Cohen et.al.Foring in Bounded Arithmeti: Paris, Wilkie, Riis, Ajtai, Takeuti,Krajiek et.al.Is there a unifying framework for these foring arguments?Yes, see Moritz Müller's talk



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsModels and SetsJohn Baldwin, Fred Druek, Rami Grossberg, Tapani Hyttinen,Martin Koerwien, Vadim Kulikov, Andrés Villavees4. (SDF-Hyttinen-Kulikov) Shelah lassi�ation and HigherDesriptive Set TheoryT ountable, omplete, �rst-order theoryT is lassi�able i� there is a �struture theory� for its modelsShelah's Charaterisation (Main Gap): T is lassi�able i� T issuperstable without the OTOP and without the DOPA lassi�able T is deep i� it has the maximum number of modelsin all unountable powers



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsAnother way of lassifying theories: Desriptive Set TheoryModωT = Models of T with universe ωIsomωT = The Equivalene Relation of Isomorphism on ModTClassify T aording to the omplexity of IsomωTBad news: The omplexity of IsomωT is not a good measure of themodel-theoreti omplexity of T :Dense Linear Order is bad model-theoretially but IsomωT is trivial(Koerwien) There are very lassi�able theories T suh that IsomωTis not even Borel



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsInstead use IsomκT for an unountable κResults:T is lassi�able and shallow (i.e. not deep) i� IsomκT is �Borel�T is lassi�able i� for all regular λ < κ, IsomκT is not �Borel above�equality modulo the λ-nonstationary ideal(for appropriate κ)



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some Results5. (Koerwien-Todorevi) ℵ1-ategoriity and Foring AxiomsShelah: A theory in L(Q) whih is ℵ1-ategorial under MA(Martin's Axiom) but not under CHThere is a theory in L(Q) whih is ℵ1-ategorial under PFA(Proper Foring Axiom) but not under MAThe theory desribes a partition of the reals into ountable densesubsetsRelated question: Is ℵ1-ategoriity for Lω1ω absolute?See Martin Koerwien's talk



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsProofs and SetsLars Kristiansen, Mihael Rathjen, Albert Visser,Andreas Weiermann6. Proof-theoreti analogues of generi realsExample from set theory:Suppose that (f , g) is generi over L for Cohen foring × Cohenforing. Then neither f nor g is dominated by any real in L, butany real onstrutible in both f and g is onstrutible.Analogue of this in proof theory?



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some Results
There are reursive funtions f0, f1 (with natural representations)suh that any funtion provably-reursive in both PA + �f0 is total�and PA + �f1 is total� is PA-provably reursiveProof uses an idea of Kristiansen to �split� the Hardy funtion Hǫ0Visser later reproved this using Rosser triks



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some Results7. Slow onsistenyFor honest-reursive f de�ne:Con∗f : If f (y) is de�ned for all y ≤ x then Con(PAx)Con#f : If f (y) is de�ned for all y ≤ x then Conx(PA)where PAx is PA with only Σx indution andConx means onsisteny for proofs with Gödel # at most x(a) PA < PA+ Con∗f ≤ PA+ Con(PA)(b) PA ≤ PA+ Con#f ≤ PA+ Con(PA)() If f is the Paris-Harrington funtion thenPA+ Con∗f < PA+ Con(PA) but PA proves Con#f() uses the Solovay, Krajiek-Pudlak work on injetinginonsistenies as well as bounds on ut-elimination



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some Results8. Proof-theoreti operatorsIn set theory, Steel showed that the de�nable �uniformly invariant�operators on the Turing degrees are wellordered with suessorgiven by Turing jumpIs there an analogous result in proof theory, using Con as the jumpoperator? The answer is No:There is a reursive F suh that for T0,T1 of the form PA+ ϕ:(a) If T0 < T1 then T0 < F (T0,T1) < T1.(b) If T0,T ′0 have the same theorems and T1,T ′1 have the sametheorems then F (T0,T1) and F (T ′0,T ′1) have the same theorems.The proof uses Feferman provability and Orey sentenes.It is not known if one an require F (T ) to be Π01 for all T



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsComputations and ModelsEkaterina Fokina, Julia Knight, Russell Miller, Antonio Montalbàn9. The omputable model theory of the unountableA result of Fokina-SDF-Harizanov-Knight-MCoy-Montalban is thatthe isomorphism relation on omputable graphs is as omplex asany Σ11 equivalene relation on numbers. See Julia Knight's talkWe get the same result for omputable strutures on ω1 assumingV = L:



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsFor any Σ11 equivalene relation E on ω1 there is a uniformly
ω1-omputable sequene of graphs (Mα | α < ω1) (with universe
ω1) suh that α E β i� Mα is isomorphi to Mβ�Graphs� an be replaed by ��elds� or �linear orders�.We also obtained some results about ω1-omputable ategoriity of�elds. For more on ω1-omputable ategoriity see Jesse Johnson'stalk.Another perspetive on ω1-omputability (�loal omputability�)will be presented in Russell Miller's talk



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsComputations and ProofsYijia Chen, Jörg Flum, Moritz Müller10. Charaterising onsisteny via algorithmsThe theory T + ConT is not omputationally stronger than T inthe sense that any funtion provably total in this theory is alreadyprovably total in T (via some representation)However is there some sense in whih this theory an beharaterised via its omputational power? Chen-Flum-Müller show:Suppose that P 6=NP and T is a strong enough theory ofarithmeti. Then T + ConT is the least extension of T provingthat some algorithm deides SAT as fast as any algorithm thatT -provably deides SAT.For more on this see Yijia Chen's talk



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some Results11. Optimal proof systems and logis for PTIME.An old question is whether there is a nie logi for PTIME onunordered �nite strutures.A proof system for TAUT is a polytime funtion whose range isTAUT. It is optimal if it an simulate any other suh proof systemin polynomial time. Chen-Flum-Müller show:There is an optimal proof system for TAUT i� the Blass-Gurevihlogi aptures PTIME(It is onjetured that the equivalent statements above are false)



The CRM In�nity Projet: Some ResultsHistory and Philosophy of Set TheoryTatiana Arrigoni, Loren Graham, Jean-Mihel KantorGraham and Kantor wrote a fasinating book about the impat ofreligion on the development of the Mosow shool of mathematis:Naming In�nity. In the In�nity Projet they ontinued their work onthe onept of �naming� with a speial fous on Luzin andGrothendiek.Tatiana and I brought my Inner Model Hypothesis into the urrentdebate on the foundations of set theory. She will disuss this in herIn�nity Conferene talkWhat is the future of the In�nity Projet?I'll disuss this on Friday


